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Abstract. Rubber and rubber-metal (RM) elements are successfully used as bearing, joints,
compensating devices, vibration and shock absorbers in civil engineering and machine building because of rubber and rubberlike materials (elastomers) have a capability of absorbing
input energy much better than other construction materials. The elastic properties of rubber
in such supports allows reverse backward to its original position under dynamic load action.
Along with the immediate elastic deformation these materials exhibit a retarded elastic
deformation, viscous flow (creep) and relaxation. The mechanical properties of rubber which
are necessary for the optimal design of antivibration devices are next: bulk modulus of compression, dynamic and static shear modulus, energy dissipation factor. To describe the relationship between the compressive (or shear) stress σ(t) and strain ԑ(t) the creep and
relaxation kernels, taking into account the viscoelastic properties of the rubber, are used. In
this paper the flat-type RM absorber with kinematic harmonic excitation is considered. For
the accounting of dissipative properties of the rubber Rabotnov’s kernel is used, the energy
loss during one oscillation period is calculated. Damping properties are expressed by the ratio of amplitude of the driving vibration to the amplitude of the forced oscillations of object.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays under conditions of intensification of production processes, increasing of the
equipment capacity and high-speed vehicles creation the question of preventing the harmful
effects of vibration requires special attention. In the most cases it is necessary to provide of
shock and vibration protection devices at the design stage [1–5]. Elastomers (rubber and rubber-like materials) are the most suitable material for anti-vibration devices due to its adhesive
characteristics, the ability to acquire a predetermined shape at press processing after curing,
high elasticity and high internal damping. The elastic properties of rubber characterized by a
large difference between bulk and shear moduli (K/ G ratio reaches 500 ÷ 5000) [3, 6–10].
The high elasticity of rubbers allows them to withstand the large elongation without breaking.
Consequently, the rubber has a greater capacity to store energy per unit volume compared
with other materials.
Rubber and rubber-metal parts (rubber and metal connected by vulcanization or gluing) are
used as elastic supports of veicle and machinery and are designed to reduce the dynamic loads
of the working machines on their foundations or floors of buildings or for the protection of
equipment and devices from bumps, shock and vibration loading operating on their base. The
packages of thin-layered rubber-metal elements (rubber layer widh/height ratio > 10) are also
successfully used. Thin-layered rubber-metal elements (TRME) - essentially anisotropic elastic element made of rubber (or other elastomeric) and metal (or hard plastic) assembled in a
package of two or more layers having a high load capacity (more than 200 MPa in the normal
to layer direction) and higher compliance (50 ... 200% from relative deformation) in the transverse direction [9–13]. In practice TRME packages of different geometric shapes are used:
flat, cylindrical, conical and others, number of layers may be different, at least three (Fig. 1).

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 1: Multilayered elastomeric structures examples; a) flat rectangular, b) flat circular,
c) cylindrical, d) conical, e) and f) spherical

Elastomers offer many engineering advantages because of their small volume compressibility and ability to maintain large elastic deformation. Reinforced elastomeric structures consist
of alternating thin layers of rubber and adhesive – bonded reinforcing layers of much more
rigid material (usually metal); geometric shapes and number of layers may be different. Packages of thin-layered rubber-metal elements (TRME) are successfully used in civil engineering
and machine building. The elastic compensation device mounted between the vibrating base
and protecting object is the main element of any the passive vibration protection system. Natural frequency of vibrating mass may be estimated if stiffness characteristics of vibroisolator
are known, i.e. the analytical dependence of the relationship between imposed external compressive or share forces and corresponding displacements. As an example the flat multilayered TRME package of rectangular form under axial compression is presented. It is shown
that for a given layers geometry neglecting the weak compressibility and deformation of the
elastomeric and intermediate non-elastomeric layers leads to significant errors.
Rubber is a material that has a clearly defined relaxation properties, so its mechanical properties strongly depend on the time of application of external loads, that is, the mode of de-
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formation [10, 14–18]. If the duration of the force causing a deformation equal to the time of
relaxation processes in the rubber, the elastic deformation is fully manifested, and this mode
of deformation will correspond to well-defined modulus of rubber. When rate of deforming
load application increases modulus of elasticity will be changing, and its magnitude will be
more than elastic modulus for the mode with full implementation of the elastic process.
Since many rubber-metal products serve as elastic links experience an impulsive load, alternating-sign load, periodical and non-periodical high-frequency load, it is necessary to to
take into account the characteristics of the mechanical properties of rubber under dynamic
loads [9–13].
In this paper the vibration absorber operating under uniaxial deformation (compression or
shear) is considered. In Fig. 2 the scheme of mounting of this device are shown: RM absorber
with flat layers (cylindrical or prismatic form) is placed between protected object and base.
Rubber layers 1 are reinforced by perfectly rigid undeformable plates 2, which is cured on to
the elastomers by vulcanizing.

(a)
(b)
Figure 2: Scheme of the installed absorbers: (a) anti-vertical vibrations, (b) anti-horizontal vibrations; 1-rubber
layers of height h, 2 –metal layer.

The aim of this work is to determine the dependence of this absorber dissipative and damping properties on the viscoelastic behaviour of elastomer, on the forced vibration frequency
and natural frequency of the system for the model with one degree of freedom (ODF) under
the action of harmonic excitation. Mass of isolator is not taken into account because of its
smallness. The damping properties are determined by the ratio of the amplitude of the upper
plate forced oscillations to the amplitude of the forcing oscillation of lower plate. Dissipative
properties of vibroabsorber are estimated by the energy loss during one period of oscillation.
Such approach allows to appoint the dimentions of antivibration devices at design stage.
2
2.1

MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF RUBER-METAL ELEMENT
Visco-elastic properties in rubber model

In the mechanical properties of rubber a set of features manifest itself: alongside with the
instantaneous elastic deformation these materials exhibit retarding elastic deformation, viscous flow (creep) and relaxation. For the description of the elastic and dissipative processes
for the most materials a combination of two types of mechanical elements, elastic and viscous, may be used. Elastic element is controlled by Hooke's law, viscous - by Newton's law of
flow. Connections of them in series or in parallel joint (Maxwell model or Kelvin-Voigt model) approximately describes the visco-elastic behaviour of the material [17–19].
The most common relationship between stress and strain may be expressed by means of integral equations of relaxation and creep. In this case accounting of the time factor influence is
3
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reduced to solving systems of integro-differential equations. Methods of solving such systems
are very diverse, the most widely used methods based on the use of integral transforms, especially Laplace and Fourier transforms, and also integral operators Volterra’s type [13].
In the case of axial deformation for weakly filled rubbers and small deformation (ε ≤ 20%),
when the linear dependence between stress and strain exists, the dependence is valid:
 t   Et  (t ),

where Et – time operator, which does not depend on σ and ε and reflects the viscoelastic behaviour of system.
This dependence may be written in the form of an integral equation of Volterra:


t



0




 t   E 0  t   Rt     d  ,






(1)

where: E0 – instantaneous compressive modulus (or G0 – instantaneous shear modulus),
which specifies the instantaneous stiffness in the classical sense; R(t - τ) – relaxation kernel
describing the viscoelastic properties of the rubber.
The presence of relaxation kernel determines the dissipative properties of rubber.
Using Fourier – images transform of σ(ω), ε(ω) and R(ω), equation (1) may be written as:
    E0 1  R     E()   ,

(2)

where E(ω) – dynamic compression modulus of elasticity (it may be also G(ω) – shear modulus).
   



 (t )e

it

dt ,



analogically for ε (ω), R (ω).
The elastic compressive modulus E(ω) expressed as complex modulus is:
E    E '    iE "  .

Splitting E0(1-R(ω)) in Eq. (2) into real and imaginary parts we obtain:
E '    E0 Re1  R ,

E ''     E0 Im R  .

(3)

Let’s denote
Re1  R   B1 (),

 Im R()  B2   ,

and rewrite the elastic complex modulus E(ω) as:
E   E0 B1    iE0 B2   .

Proposed by A. Rzhanitsin, Y. Rabotnov and M. Koltunov kernels are in most common use.
These kernels allow satisfactory describing the mechanical properties of rubber in the medium
frequency range 10-3 < ω < 103 s-1. In this work the Rabotnov's kernel is considered, which
represents fractional exponential function R(t – τ) = Эα(– β, t – τ):
Rt     1   

  n t   n1  ,
  n  11   
n 0


where Γ – gamma-function, - 1 <  < 0, β > 0.
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In this equation α – parameter of fractionality, expressed in terms of the maximum value of
the spectrum of relaxation times and modulus defect, β – rheological characteristics of rubber
equal to:
  t 0 1 ,

where t0 – generalized relaxation time.
Rheological parameters are tabulated for many types rubbers.
Fourier image for Rabotnov’s kernel is:
R  

1

i i    

.

(5)

Taking into account Eq. (3) real and imaginary parts we obtain from Eq. (5):
B1   



2 1 

 1 cos   
,
 2 1  cos    2

B2   



2 1 

 1 sin 

,   1    .
 2 1  cos    2
2

(6)

The coefficients B1 and B2 are the Fourier cosine transform and sinus transform of the fractional exponential function (4):




B1  Rz  cos(z )dz,

B2  Rz sin(z )dz.





0

0

If the deformation of the elastomer is harmonic, equation (1) may be written as:


 t   Et  0 sin(t )  E0 0 sint  



t







 Rt   sin d   E0 0 1  B1 sint   B2 cost  .

(7)

The coefficients B1 and B2 are the same for compression and shear deformation. In the case of
share:
G'    G0 B1  and G"    G0 B2   .

In this case stress is calculated by the same way.
2.2

Model of damping system with one degree of freedom

Most clearly it is possible to estimate the dynamic properties of the RME in the frame of the
simplified one-degree-of-freedom model, which allows to obtain explicit analytical dependences for dissipation and damping characteristics of RME. Such model, presented in Fig.1, is
considered below. Protected object is represented as a point mass, vibration isolator is placed
between the protected object and the vibrating base with kinematic excitation in accordance
with time dependence of ξ (t). The time dependence of the movement of the protected object
is e (t).
Since ξ and e are defined in the inertial system, the relative motion of the object and base
will be equal to ξ (t) – e(t), and the deformation of compression of the elastomer layers with
total thickness hΣ is equal to:
 t  

 t   et 
h

Let function ξ(t) is periodic with amplitude ξ0:
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 t    0 sint  .
(9)
Since the system is linear, for the harmonic input function (e. g. deformation) all caused by its
output processes (e. g. stress) will also be harmonic functions with the same frequency. Then
it is natural to assume that function e (t) will be as follows:
et   e0 sint   ,

(10)

where e0 – amplitude vibrations of steady-state vibrations of mass, φ – angle of lag.
The force imposed on the object with mass m from the TRM support is equal to:
F  A t  ,

where A – area of the upper face of the vibration.
The equation of motion of mass m in the z direction is:
me(t )   A (t ) .

Let us find the mass displacementdepending on the viscoelastic properties of the rubber. Taking into account Eq. (1) we have:
t


me(t )   AE0  t   Rt     d 








(11)

Let denote the natural frequency of vibrating mass as ω0, taking into account Eq. (8):
AE 0
h m

0 

(12)

Substituting Eqs. (8–10) into Eq. (11) and taking into account Eq. (12) we received the equation of the object motion in the form:
t


e(t )   0 2  t   e(t )   Rt       e(t ) d   0








or:

t

e(t )   0 2 e0 sin(t   )   0 2 0 sint    02  Rt    sin( )  e sin(   ) d   0


 




(13)

For harmonic deformation taking into account linear independency of the functions sin(ωt)
and cos(ωt), using the property R(t-τ) = 0 if t < τ, the system of the equations is obtained from
Eq. (13):
cos    sin  1  B1    b 2  0 1  B1  


,
sin  cos  
e0 B2  
B2  

b


.
0

(14)

From system (14) we can define the amplitude of the forced vibration e0 of mass and the angle
of lag φ:
e0

0

  

B1  2 B1  B2  1
2

B b   B
2 2

2

    arctan

2

1

2

2

 B2  b 2

B1    B1  b  2 B1    B2    b  1
2

2

2
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2

,

b

2

,,


.
0

.

(15)
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B1=B1(ω) and B2=B2(ω) – functions of excitation frequency, calculated in accordance with
Eq. (6).
2.3

Dissipative properties of rubber elements

The expression (1) is the generalized Hooke’s law, here E0 defines the instantaneous stiffness of rubber in classic sense, but relaxation kernel defines the dissipative properties of rubber. Further we can calculate the work of compressive (or shear) stress per unit volume during
the all-time of the existence of deformations  t  .


A



 t d t  





  t t dt

(17)



Expressing σ(t) and ε(t) in terms of Fourier components we receive:




 t t dt 



1





   

E  ' e it d '

dt

4 2  



 i e

it

d ,



after transformation:


A



 t d t  





 E

"

t    2 d .



It is seen that ωE"(ω) defines the density of the energy dissipation due to viscoelastic rheology of rubber. This expression may be used for the estimation of the volume density of energy
release. Generally speaking, at an orbitrally point of time it is impossible to divide dissipative
loss and elastic energy, saved in the RM support. For the harmonic loading the loss of energy
during the period of vibration may be calculated as:
U T    m02 B2  b 4



02

B2    1  B1    b
2



2 2

, b


.
0

(18)

Energy loss depends on natural frequency ω0, excitation frequency ω, vibration amplitude
ξ0 of the base, as well as B1 and B2 coefficients. It is necessary to take into account, that ω0 in
turn depends on vibrating mass.
This expression is necessary for attenuation factor definition, if vibration motion of the object is describe approximately, for example, by viscoelastic Maxwell model.
3

NUMERICAL SOLUTION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The results of the calculation of damping properties of RM elements in accordance with
above algorithm and equations are given below. Numerical examples was solved with help of
Mathcad program.
In Fig. 3 (a), (b) plots of dependence the amplitudes ratio on excitation frequency for natural frequencies ω0 = 1, 5, 10, 15 and 20 s-1 for low-filled rubber 2959 (α = -0.6 and factor β
=1.062) are presented.
From Fig. 3 (b) we can see that under the excitation frequency ω =3, 15, 30, 45 and 60 s-1
the amplitude of the forced vibration of the objects becames in 10 times smaller for natural
frequencies ω0 = 1, 5, 10, 15 and 20 s-1 respectively. This confirm the well-known fact from
vibration protection theory. From this graphs it is seen that RM absorber diminishes the vibration action on the object if it’s natural frequency much less than forcing frequency.
7
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Plots of dependence the amplitude ratio on excitation frequency for different natural frequencies ω0
and factor β =1.062. (a) – full- scale plots, (b) – lower part of plots.

Plots of dependence the lag angle φ on excitation frequency for different natural frequencies
ω0 are presented in Fig. 4; factor β = 1.062, α = - 0.6.

Figure 4: Plots of dependence the lag angle φ on
excitation frequency for different natural frequencies ω0; factor β = 1.062, α = -0.6.

Figure 5: Plots of dependence the amplitude ratio
on excitation frequency for rubbers with α = -0.6
and different β factor, natural frequency ω0 = 20 s-1.

In Fig. 5 plots of dependence the amplitudes ratio on factor β for different rubbers for natural frequencies ω0 = 20 s-1 are shown, for all rubber α = - 0.6.
Energy loss according to Eq. (18) is studied for RM absorbers with excitation amplitude
ξ0 = 0.5 mm, factors β = 1.062 and α = - 0.6. Plots in Fig. 6 shows the dependence of energy
loss per period UT on excitation frequency for mass 200 kg and 400 kg (ω0 = 14.09 s-1 and
9.96 s-1 respectively). Reinforced RM absorber of the cylindrical form with rubber part radius
r = 18 mm and total rubber height hΣ = 40 mm is studied, G0 =1.76·106 N/m2.
It is seen from the plots that the energy loss per period is identical for different mass if excitation frequency is equal to the natural frequency.
In Fig. 7 plots of the dependence of energy loss per period UT on excitation frequency for
mass 200 kg are presented for RM absorbers with hΣ = 40 mm, radii 15, 18 and 25 mm (natural frequency ω0=11.74 s-1, 14.09 s-1 and 19.57 s-1 respectively).
Loss of energy more distinguishes in the post-resonance zone; absorbers with radius 20 mm
deposes the energy twice as large than absorber with r=18 mm.

8
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Figure 6: Plots of dependence energy loss per period
UT on excitation frequency for mass 400 kg with
ω0 = 9.96 s-1 and for mass 200 kg, ω0 = 14.09 s-1.

4

Figure 7: Plots of dependence energy loss per period
UT on excitation frequency for mass 200 kg and natural frequencies ω0 = 11.74 s-1, 14.09 s-1,19.57 s-1.

CONCLUSIONS
 This paper presents the procedure of the estimation of damping and dissipative properties
of rubber-metal absorber devices for ODF system under harmonic exitation. Definition of
damping properties is fulfilled for one degree-of-freedom system with kinematic excitation.
 Damping properties are expressed by the ratio of the amplitude of the driving lower base
to the amplitude of the forced oscillations of the upper base and the object. Estimation of
the dissipative properties are expressed by the energy loss per period of oscillation.
 The flat rubber – metal absorber of cylindrical form is calculated as the examples. Numerical examples was solved with help of Mathcad -15 program.
 The fulfilled calculations confirm the known fact of the theory of vibration protection: if
the natural frequency of the object is three times lower than the frequency of the forcing
oscillationsos, the forced oscillation amplitude is attenuated approximately in ten times.
 It can be concluded that the proposed approach is suitable for dimensioning of RM absorber on the design stage depending on the prevented object mass, its operating mode
and taking into account physical - mechanical properties of the elastomeric layers.
 Experimental study of the dissipative and damping properties of rubber-metal vibration
absorber will be the next step of the current research work.
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